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 Analysis of Classical Root-Finding Methods Applied to Digital 
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Supervisor: Alexis Kwasinski 
 
This dissertation examines the application of various classical root finding 
methods to digital maximum power point tracking (DMPPT). An overview of root 
finding methods such as the Newton Raphson Method (NRM), Secant Method (SM), 
Bisection Method (BSM), Regula Falsi Method (RFM) and a proposed Modified Regula 
Falsi Method (MRFM) applied to photovoltaic (PV) applications is presented. These 
methods are compared among themselves. Some of their features are also compared with 
other commonly used maximum power point (MPP) tracking methods. Issues found 
when implementing these root finding methods based on continuous variables in a digital 
domain are explored. Some of these discussed issues include numerical stability, digital 
implementation of differential operators, and quantization error. Convergence speed is 
also explored. The analysis is used to provide practical insights into the design of a 
DMPPT based on classical root finding algorithms. A new DMPPT based on a MRFM is 
proposed and used as the basis for the discussion. It is shown that this proposed method is 
faster than the other discussed methods that ensure convergence to the MPP. The 
 x 
discussion is approached from a practical perspective and also includes theoretical 
analysis to support the observations. Extensive simulation and experimental results with 
hardware prototypes verify the analysis.  
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The world’s energy demand is projected to increase 1.5% yearly between 2007 
and 2030 [1]. Yet, since fossil fuels remain the world’s main energy source, there is 
increased concern on how to address the dilemma of meeting this expected energy 
demand without affecting the environment. It is expected that increased utilization of 
sustainable energy sources will help to address this issue [2]. In particular, technical 
advances [3] in PV energy generation shown in Fig. 1.1, as one of the main sustainable                  
 
Figure 1.1 : Technical Advances made in PV Model [3] 
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energy sources, have made it a potentially attractive solution for this issue [4].  
However, PV modules’ high installation and capital costs as shown in Fig. 1.2 still create 
some barriers that limit their application as a widespread solution that would convert 
predominately resource-consuming present electric generation sources into a power 
generation base with sustainable characteristics. 
 
Figure 1.2 : PV System Capital Cost [5] 
Hence, in order to make PV generation a truly attractive sustainable choice that 
contributes to meet future energy demands, it is necessary to maximize its utilization. In 
order to obtain the maximum possible power output from PV modules, it is necessary to 
operate them at their absolute maximum power point (MPP) where the derivative of the 
output power with respect to the output voltage—i.e., dP/dV— is zero. However, PV 
sources have an output current – voltage (I-V) characteristic that is nonlinear and varies 
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with different irradiance, temperature and load conditions. Our optimization problem and 
motivation for this work is to track and find this MPP and to force the PV panel to 
operate at this point in the fastest and more stable way possible. 
In recent years numerous MPPT methods have been developed [6]. The majority 
of them are based on searching the MPP by utilizing the sign of dP/dV as an indication of 
the search direction. Also digital implementations of MPPT have gained popularity 
because of the wide selection and technological advances of low-cost, microcontrollers 
and digital signal processors, which have enabled researchers the freedom to change the 
control algorithm, without extensively modifying the system hardware platform. All these 
advantages have encouraged research not only in digital controllers in general 
applications [7], but also in sustainable systems applications, such as solar power in [8] 
[9], wind power in [10] and a thermoelectric battery energy storage system [11]. All of 
these utilize a digital signal processor (DSP) to process sampled signals. But a thorough 
analysis of the previously discussed issues encountered when designing a DMPPT system 
where not provided. Thus, the analysis provided in this paper tackling these issues is 
relevant when designing and implementing a DMPPT system. 
There exist many methods to realize MPPT [12] although many methods are 
either a slight modification or a variant of two methods [6] [12]-[13]. MPPT methods can 
be grouped into two major approaches. The first group of methods is based on voltage 
feedback [13]-[15]. In these methods a predetermined reference voltage is compared with 
the PV module voltage in a feedback loop shown in Fig. 1.3. Voltage feedback methods 
enable one to choose a desirable operating point for unknown or varying load conditions, 
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but they lead to energy inefficiencies because they are not able to adjust to changing 
environmental conditions 
        
Figure 1.3 : Voltage Feedback System Configuration 
A modification was done in [16] to change the reference voltage at periodic 
moments in time by momentarily interrupting the system operation and sampling the PV 
module open circuit voltage in order to update the reference voltage—usually around 70 
to 80% of the PV module open circuit voltage (VOC.). A disadvantage of the method in 
[16] is that energy is wasted during system momentary interruptions. Another problem is 
that the method in [16] is sensitive to aging and dust accumulation, which leads to the 
issue that the reference voltage may no longer be taken as 70 – 80 % of VOC. 
The second group of methods is the power feedback methods, which are based on 
calculating the power by sensing the voltage and current generated from the PV module 
shown in Fig. 1.4.  
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Figure 1.4 : Power Feedback System Configuration 
Then, the majority of the algorithms attempt to keep the ratio dP/dV at zero. The Perturb 
and Observe method (P&O) [17]-[19] is a popular technique which is simple to 
implement digitally. But this method oscillates around the MPP causing energy losses. 
Also, at rapidly changing conditions, the operating point can move away from the MPP. 
An improved P&O method was presented in [18] to solve this problem but difficulties in 
choosing threshold values were left unaddressed. In [19] an optimization of the P&O 
method is presented in which the sampling frequency and the fix step size of the method 
are optimized to take into consideration the dc-dc converter interface and environmental 
effects. This optimization minimizes the oscillation around the MPP and prevents the 
system from failing in a rapidly changing environment. Hence, efficiency and stability of 
the P&O method are improved. However, this optimized strategy is a complex tuning 
process that eliminates the simple implementation merit of the P&O method and does not 
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fully eliminates the oscillation problem. The Incremental Inductance Method (INC) 
presented in [20] is another algorithm with the same objective of keeping dP/dV=0 but 
uses an incremental and instantaneous relation based on output current and voltage, I and 
V, respectively, equal to dI/dV+I/V=0. It still has the oscillation problem around the MPP 
and the step size is fixed. Oscillation around the MPP can be reduced with a small step 
size, but it leads to slow convergence to the MPP. Both the P&O and INC methods are 
considered as an elimination method or a trial and error process. Since both are fix step 
size methods, reaching the MPP or convergence is dependent on the initial point of the 
tracking process and the size of the step. In most cases if, in an attempt to reach the MPP 
faster, the step size is too large for both the P&O and INC methods, it will oscillate 
around the MPP. Classical root finding algorithms are considered iterative interpolation 
methods with variable step sizes. The use of variable step sizes in root finding algorithms 
indicate an inherent fundamental difference with the P&O and INC methods and prevent 
comparing their convergence speeds in a formal way on equal basis. However, it is 
possible to identify that owed to their variable step size one advantage of root finding 
based algorithms over the P&O and INC methods is that root finding techniques avoid 
issues with oscillations. Like the P&O and INC methods, there are many other MPPT 
algorithms built around the idea of using dP/dV=0, followed by evaluating dP/dV<0 or 
dP/dV>0 as the decision criterion for the next iteration step of an algorithm. The steepest 
descent method is widely used and presented in [21]. It is a variable step approach to 
MPPT that provides convergence speed to MPP close to that of the Newton method 
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approach. However, finding the step size factor is a difficult process and must be tuned 
for different PV modules. 
  
(a)                               (b) 
Figure 1.5 : Concept comparison between (a) conventional MPPT method and (b) Root 
finding Algorithm approach. 
Of particular interest in this work is a newly proposed digital maximum power 
point tracking (DMPPT) based on a root finding MRFM. The MRFM is based on the 
same problem formulation than that specified in other power feedback algorithms: 
searching for dP/dV=0, yet the approach used in here considers the search for dP/dV=0 as 
a root finding mathematical problem. The proposed MRFM DMPPT method is well 
suited for MPPT because root convergence is guaranteed without observing oscillations 
around the MPP as observed in aforementioned methods. Unlike the optimized P&O 
[19], the proposed MRFM DMPPT method does not need a complex tuning process and 
is guaranteed to converge with no oscillation. In order to provide a complete approach to 
the discussion and to understand the advantages of the MRFM, this paper explores other 
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MPPT algorithms based on root finding methods. Thus, it is also relevant to consider 
applied research in practical optimization techniques to MPPT algorithms [21]-[24]. The 
method presented in [20] provides a fast convergence in cases where the initial search 
point is close to the MPP. Yet, it also has the possibility of diverging catastrophically. It 
also includes the need for calculating not only the first derivative but also the second 
derivative at any operating point which results in convergence error and accuracy 
compromises. The recent approach presented in [23] solves the diverging issue of [22] 
but convergence to the MPP is slow when compared to [21] and [22]. In contrast, the 
MRFM presented here and in [24] provides a faster convergence to MPP that in [23] 
which increases the efficiency of energy extraction from PV panels and achieves better 
performance under varying environmental conditions.  
In [25] the effects due to partial shading of the PV panel with tree branches, 
leaves or clouds are presented. This causes a decrease in generated power from the PV 
and also multiple MPPs to occur. In order to present a common comparison approach 
with other root-finding algorithms, the work presented herein assumes that only a global 
MPP exists, with no other local MPP present. This approach can still address the 
aforementioned partial shading issues through hardware by dividing PV arrays and 
modules in sections, and making each of these sections the input of a multiple input 
converter, such as those proposed in [26]-[28]. Detailed evaluation of the implementation 
of such approach through multiple-input converters is covered along with the analysis of 
root finding MPP algorithms with local maxima. 
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1.2 SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH 
 
This dissertation discusses the application of classical mathematical root finding 
optimization methods for maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of photovoltaic (PV) 
systems. Since in this work these methods are implemented digitally, practical issues 
encountered when digitally implementing a method originally based on a continuous 
domain are also explored. In particular, this work discusses potential errors inherently 
caused by digital processes not substantially explored in previous MPPT papers, such as 
algorithm numerical stability, quantization error, and discretization error analysis. Other 
important issues found when power electronics systems are utilized as an interface for a 
sustainable energy application, such as choosing the specification for the digital pulse 
width modulation (DPWM) and converter parameters are also addressed and commented. 
Also a new MPPT strategy based on a Modified Regula Farsi Method (MFRM) is 
presented and studied according to the analysis mentioned above. 
1.3 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
 
This paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces preliminary notions and 
tools that support and provide context for the analysis. In particular, it discusses PV 
modules model. Chapter 3 delves into the description of the mathematical basis for the 
root finding algorithms that are studied here for MPPT implementation. In particular, 
Chapter 4 describes the MRFM that is newly used in here for DMPPT. Chapter 5 
discusses the application of classical root finding algorithms to DMPPT. Chapter 6 
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presents simulation and experimental results comparing each method and its merits are 
discussed. Preceding analysis is also validated in this Section. Chapter 7 presents the 
approach made to solve the shading effects problem in MPPT. Finally, Chapter 8 presents 
the conclusions of this work. 
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PV is a device that converts sun energy to electric energy. It is constructed with 
numerous devices called solar cells, which are connected in series and parallel to obtain 
the voltage and current specifications that are needed. These clusters of solar cells are 
called modules or panels where in this dissertation we will refer to them as modules. PV 
modules are then connected in series and parallel to form a PV array. For purposes of 
simulating PVs with circuits and for research in MPPT algorithms a mathematical model 
of a PV is essential. The ideal and practical PV cell model and mathematical model are 
shown in Fig. 2.1-2.2 and (2.1)-(2.6)[29]. 
2.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 
Figure 2.1 shows an ideal model of a PV cell which consists of a current source 
and diode connected in series. But to appropriately model the characteristics of a PV cell 
for analysis purposes this model needs to be altered to meet our purposes. Figure 2.2 
shows a conventional practical model of a PV cell used to provide context for the 
analysis. This model neglects dynamic effects of self capacitances. Still, the model is 
accurate enough as an additional tool to support the discussion but its knowledge is not 
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necessary to realize any of the root finding algorithms later discussed in this paper. From 











                                             (2.2) 
 
Iph : Photo Current  
Id : Shockley Diode Equation 
Is : Diode Saturation Current 
Icell,i : Ideal Cell Output Current 
Voc :Open Circuit Cell Voltage 
Vcell : Cell Output Voltage 
q : Electron Charge (1.6 x 10-19C) 
k : Boltzmann Constant (1.38 x 10-23J/K) 
T : Temperature in Kelvin 
n : Diode Scaling Constant   
  
















Figure 2.2 : Practical PV cell electrical model [29] 
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         (2.6) 
Iph : Photo Current  
Id : Shockley Diode Equation 
Is : Diode Saturation Current 
Ish : Current through Shunt Resistor Rp  
Icell,i : Ideal Cell Output Current 
Icell,p : Practical Cell Output Current 
Voc :Open Circuit Cell Voltage 
Rp : Shunt Resistor 
Rs : Series Resistor 
q : Electron Charge (1.6 x 10
-19
C) 
k : Boltzmann Constant (1.38 x 10
-23
J/K) 
T : Temperature in Kelvin 
n : Diode Scaling Constant   
Vcell : Cell Output Voltage 
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Equation (2.6) indicates two main factors affecting the PV cell output: 
temperature and the solar irradiance. The latter dependence is implicitly included in (2.6), 
in which Iph is directly proportional to the solar radiation intensity.  
2.3 PHOTOVOLTAIC CHARACTERISTIC 
 
Since the amount of sunlight depends on the sun rays angle of incidence with 
respect to the panel, it is expected that a PV module’s output will vary throughout the day 
and with weather conditions. As a result of these multiple factors affecting PV modules 
output, their power-voltage (P-V) and current-voltage (I-V) characteristics typically show 
potential for significant variations depending environmental conditions. Fig. 2.3 to 2.6 
exemplify the wide range of possible outputs based on a PV module with the following 
nominal parameters at the Standard Testing Condition (S.T.C): Voc, the open circuit 
voltage of the module is 43.2 V, Isc, the short circuit current of the PV module is 5.47 A, 
Pmax, the maximum power generated is 170 W and the corresponding voltage (Vmp) and 
current (Imp) are 34.8 V and 4.9 A, respectively. As these figures show, the I-V 
characteristic is nonlinear and varies with different solar irradiance and temperature 
conditions. 
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Figure 2.3: Irradiance effect on P-V Characteristic at Constant Temperature (25
o
C)  
Figures 2.3 and 2.5 also indicate that for a given set of conditions (i.e. temperature 
and solar irradiance) there is an unique operating point for which the output power of the 
PV module is maximized. This point is called the Maximum Power Point (MPP) and it is 
achieved for the particular output voltage and current indicated by Vmp and Imp, 
respectively.  
Since it is expected that the MPP will vary, it is necessary to implement a control 
method applied to the power electronic converter interface in order to ensure efficient 
energy extraction from the PV module. This method is called a Maximum Power Point 
Tracker (MPPT). As Fig. 2.7 exemplifies, the objective is to track the PV module output 
to the point where dP/dV = 0. The MPPT methods discussed in this paper are classical 
optimization methods based on a root finding algorithm. 
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Figure 2.4: Irradiance effect on I-V Characteristic at Constant Temperature (25
o
 C) 









































Figure 2.5: Temperature Effect on P-V Characteristic at constant irradiance (1000W/m2) 
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Figure 2.6: Temperature Effect on I-V Characteristic at constant irradiance (1000W/m2) 


















































Figure 2.7: Maximum Power Point for different curves of a PV module. 
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As will be shown in the following sections these methods provide an alternative 
approach to variable step MPPT and achieve faster MPP tracking compared to fixed step 
algorithms. These methods, including a newly proposed MRFM, are explained in the next 
chapter and their main advantages and disadvantages are compared.  
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Since the problem definition specified in Chapter 2 involves finding the MPP—
i.e., the point for which the derivative of the output power of a PV module with respect to 
its output voltage equals zero—it is natural to consider the implementation of 
conventional root finding algorithms to solve this problem. One advantage of root finding 
MPPT algorithms is that their iterative approach is not a model-based technique, such as 
[16], in which PV module parameters, such as Rp or RS, need to be actually identified or 
implicitly estimated. On the contrary, root finding algorithms are a completely general 
approach that search for the zero crossing of a given function—any given function used 
as the input for the algorithm. Hence, although in this particular case these algorithms are 
used in a PV application, it is also possible to use the same algorithm in other 
applications with a physical realization different from the one discussed here, such as 
finding the MPP of fuel cells. Moreover, since root finding methods provide the 
theoretical mathematical basis for solving optimization problems (and finding the MPP is 
merely a particular optimization problem) these methods constitute the origin of many 
other MPPT methods [21]-[24]. Some of these algorithms [22] [23] have already been 
discussed in the past as a possible method to find the point where dP/dV equals zero. 
Others, such as the MRFM, are newly discussed approaches discussed here. Equally 
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important to understanding these methods, is to study their similarities and differences. 
Hence, this chapter explores these popular root finding algorithms and compare their 
performances. Since in these methods the solution is approached through an iterative 
process, they theoretically require an infinite number of steps to reach the solution with 
100% accuracy. In practice, a tolerance condition will determine when the solution is 
reached. Hence, special attention is paid to evaluating the speed at which each algorithm 
reaches the tolerated approximation, also known as convergence rate.  
3.2 OPEN METHODS 
 
These methods are initiated with one or two initial approximations of the root. 
Two well known open methods will be introduced and also their application to MPPT 
will be shown. 
3.2.1 Newton Raphson Method (NRM) 
 
In order to find a value x* that is a root of a function f(x)—i.e., f(x*) = 0—the 







                  (3.1) 
2,1,0)()()()( '  nnxfnxxxfxl nn             (3.2) 
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until | f(xn) | ≤ ε (where ε is the tolerance). In the NRM, the point xn+1 is the root for the 
tangent line ln(x) to the function f(x) at the point xn. That is, ln(xn+1) = 0 where ln(x) is as 
shown in (3.2). This general process is represented in Fig. 3.1. The main advantage of the 
NRM is its fast convergence rate (order of convergence 2); the fastest among all the 
methods considered here. However, the NRM has important disadvantages. An important 
one of those is that this method requires derivative values of the function at each instance, 
which adds computational complexity and increase the error in the solution. Another 
even more important disadvantage, exemplified in Fig. 3.2, is that the algorithm will not 


























































Figure 3.2: NRM (wrong initial value choice) 
That is, only a very narrow interval of initial guesses will lead to a convergence to the 
MPP. Thus, in practical implementations, the NRM applied to MPPT is likely to diverge 
or to be numerically unstable.  
3.2.2 Secant Method (SM)  
 
The SM exemplified in Fig. 3.3 is in many ways similar to the NRM. The SM is 









             (3.3) 
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For the SM, xn+1 is the root for a secant line hn(x) to the function f(x) at the point 








          (3.4) 
Like the NRM, convergence to a solution is not guaranteed with the SM. Also, the 
SM convergence rate has an order of 1.618, which is slightly slower than the NRM. Yet, 








































Figure 3.3: Secant Method (SM) 
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3.3 BRACKETING METHODS 
 
Instead of relying on point estimates for the root like in the open methods, 
bracketing methods are based on an interval defined by two points. In the next immediate 
analysis, two of the most popular bracketing methods and a newly proposed algorithm are 
discussed. 
3.3.1 Bisection Method (BSM) 
 
The BSM algorithm, represented in Fig. 3.4, can be summarized in the following 
steps: 
(i) Given a well-defined function f(x), choose a lower value xl and an upper value 
xu. These two points define an interval [xl, xu] that must include the root x* of 
f(x). That is, f(x) has opposing signs in xl and xu, e.g. f(xl)f(xu) < 0. 






                              (3.5) 
(iii) If f(xl)f(xm) < 0 then set xu = xm and repeat the previous step. If f(xl)f(xm) > 0 
then set xl = xm and repeat the previous step. If | f(xm) | ≤ ε (where ε is the 
tolerance) then take xm as the root or approximation. 
The BSM convergence rate is slower than the SM. Yet, with the BSM root 










































Figure 3.4 : Bisection Method(BSM) 
3.3.2 Regula Falsi Method (RFM) 
 
The RFM is a linearly convergent root finding algorithm for continuous functions 
with one independent variable. It is a hybrid of the bisection search theorem (BST) [15] 
and the secant method [14]. A value ci, is derived from 
( ) ( )
, 0,1,
( ) ( )
l u u l
i
u l
x f x x f x
c i





       (3.6) 
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This found value ci is then used to substitute the mid-point of each interval [xl, xu] 
as the root approximation used in the BST method. This process is described in both the 














































Figure 3.5: Regula Falsi (RFM) 
(i) Given a continuous function f(x) find initial points xl and xu, such that xl ≠ xu 
and f(xl)f(xu) <0. Hence, according to the intermediate value theorem the root 
of f(x) is located inside the interval [xl, xu]. 
(ii) Calculate the approximate value for the root ci with (3.6) 
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(iii) If | f(ci)| ≤ ε ( where ε is the tolerance) then it is considered that the root have 
been reached and that ci is the root. Else, if f(ci)· f(xu) <0  then let xl = ci, else 
if f(ci)· f(xl) <0  then let xu = ci. These changes yield a smaller interval.  
(iv) Iterate steps (ii) and (iii) until the root is reached 
Although the RFM is only linearly convergent it is generally faster than the BST 
method because the RFM utilizes the magnitude data of f(x) at each point, which is 
unique for every different function f(x) depending on its curvature whereas the BST 
method only uses the sign information of f(x). As Fig. 3.5 suggests, the RFM leaves 
always one endpoint of the interval fixed, which generates an opportunity for 
improvement. In the RFM root convergence is guaranteed as will be proved.   
Proof of Convergence [30]. 
Theorem. Suppose for a continuous function  00 ,baCf   there exists a number 











 which is the sequence of points or approximation of the root 
generated by the Regula Falsi algorithm,  for all  00 ,bax  then the sequence {cn} 
converges to the zero x=z. 
 
Proof.  hk(x) is the secant or line that goes through the endpoints of a bracket 
interval [ak,bk]. A function is concave when 0)('' xf which is the condition of the 
function. So,     
)()(0 xfxh   for all ],[ 00 bax  
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Since ho(c0)=0 it follows that f(c0)≥0  so that if f(c0)=0 we have converged and 
z=c0 otherwise, since 0)('' xf  for the new bracket interval [c0,b1]= ],[],[ 0011 baba  and 
c0=a1<b1=b0 with f(b0)= f(b1)<0< f(a1)= f(c0) we repeat the above argument for a new 
bracket interval [a2,b2]= [c1,b1] and conclude that in general [ak+1,bk+1]= [ck,bk] . 
Since ck>ak=ck-1 the sequence {ck} is monotonically increasing but since ck≤bk=b0 
the sequence {ck} is bounded. Let’s say c is the least upper bound of {ck}, c≥cn for all n. 
For any ε>0, c – ε < c there is a positive integer N such that cN>c- ε. If n>N then, 
cn>c- ε 
  c- ε< cn≤c<c+ ε 
    - ε<cn-c< ε 
          
 ncc  




lim and f(c) ≥0. So at k=∞ 










 resulting in (c-b0)∙f(c)=0. If c=b0, 
f(c)=f(b0) but f(b0)<0 and f(c)≥0 so c≠b0 and f(c)=0. So we can now conclude that the 









As Fig. 3.5 indicates, for a convex or concave function f(x), the RFM converges to 
the root slowly because one of the end points of the root search interval is fixed, resulting 
in a constant magnitude for f(x) at that particular point. This problem is improved by the 
MRFM (Fig. 4.2), introduced in a general theoretical context in [30]. The MRFM, is 
similar to the RFM except that the following process replaces the aforementioned step (ii) 
of the RFM: 




















i=0,1,…  (4.1) 




















 i=0,1,…  (4.2) 
That is, these changes effectively decrease the magnitude of f(x) by 1/2 at one of the 
brackets ends in order to achieve faster convergence, as it is represented in Fig. 4.2. 
Mathematicians have investigated many variation of the RFM, some by coming up with 
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different strategies on how much weight γ is put on the degrading factor or the retaining 
endpoint portion of the algorithm [31]-[39]. The MRFM (γ=1/2) is one of these variations 
and is known as the Illinois Method. These different options derived from the RFM (γ=1) 
are a potential area for additional research in order to increase the speed of convergence 
to the MPP. But to illustrate the choice of γ=1/2 as the best for the MRFM instead of any 
other unit fraction (1/n) a simple natural log function f(x) = lnx was chosen and analyzed. 
As shown in Fig. 4.1 a variant of the MRFM was done on f(x) = lnx choosing a different 
unit fraction weight value, such as γ=1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5. From a rigorous and extensive 
iterative process the result shows in Fig. 4.1 that as n for 1/n increases from n=3, the 
number of iterative processes required to reach the root of x=1 increases significantly. 
This confirms that when choosing a unit fraction value weight for a MRFM, γ=1/2 is the 
best choice to reduce the amount of iterations needed or increase convergence speed.             
 
Figure 4.1 : Number of iterations required to reach 99.9% of the root of f(x) =ln(x) for 
different weight(γ ) factors 
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As mentioned in [31]-[33],[38]-[39] many research, such as the Pegasus method, 
Modified Pegasus method, Anderson & Björck method, has been conducted in finding a 
weight factor other than a unit fraction to increase the speed of convergence but these 
weight factors require more complex computation and it’s application to DMPPT is left 















































Figure 4.2 : Modified Regula Falsi (MRFM) DMPPT 
Figure 4.3 shows the flow chart of the MRFM algorithm. The algorithm starts off 
with an initialization process followed by a sampling process. After the sampling process 
the data is analyzed to verify if an irradiation change had happened between data points. 
If so the data is sampled again and if it satisfies a predetermined criterion the MRFM 
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iterative process is done until it meets a termination condition. After that it enters idle 
mode where it periodically monitors for a change in irradiation. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 : MRFM Flow Chart 
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This chapter discusses implementation of the aforementioned algorithms into 
DMPPT methods. Since the dP/dV curve of a PV panel is a well defined concave 
function, a root that solves dP/dV=0 always exists. Hence, practical implementation of 
the aforementioned root finding algorithms in order to find the MPP imply that f(x) needs 
to be replaced by dP/dV. Figures 3.1 to 4.1 exemplified the concepts and also represented 
how the methods mentioned above are applied to an analog MPPT. Since this work 
presents a new MPPT algorithm based on the MRFM, the focus of the analysis is on the 
MRFM. However, analogous conclusions can be simply drawn for the other methods, 
too.  
5.2 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
 
Since all the above methods are based on the assumption that the function f (x)—
which in MPPT is replaced by f’(x), or dP/dV—for which the root is being sought is 
continuous, the analysis needs to examine what issues may arise when implementing 
those methods in a digital domain. These issues to consider when implementing DMPPT 
of root finding algorithms that are based on the assumption of continuity are: algorithm 
numerical stability, sampling-generated error of an analog signal—i.e., the quantization 
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error—and approximation of the value of a derivative in the digital domain—i.e., 
discretization error. 
5.2.1 Numerical Stability 
 
Each root finding optimization method is based on a repetitive process of finding a 
new approximation to the root. In the past, limitation in the computation resources, 
round-off errors and truncation errors critically affected the outcome of such an iterative 
process. However, technological advances in digital signal processing have made 
nowadays round-off and truncation errors to become negligible. When applying a root 
finding method in a digital system it is important for the algorithm to be numerically 
stable, i.e. it is proven to converge to a root. Proof of convergence of the root finding 
methods mentioned in this dissertation are well known and for that reason they are not 
discussed in detail here. Readers can find this detail analysis in textbooks, such as [30], in 
which proof of convergence is based on considering each new approximation as a 
monotonically increasing sequence, which is, then compared within an interval, from 
where it is identified that the sequence has an upper bound, which proofs that the 
sequence converges.  
5.2.2 Quantization Error 
 
In a digital implementation of a MPPT algorithm the voltage across the PV module 
(Vpv) and the current generated are sampled and processed by an Analog to Digital 
Converter (ADC) that discretizes the analog signal or measurement to be processed in the 
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digital domain. But a quantization error exists because of limited number of bits 
representing the measured or sampled value. The magnitude of the quantization error can 
range from 0 to half of the smallest resolution the ADC [7] which equals, 
1





          (5.1) 
where Vp-p is the peak to peak measurement range of the signal and N is the ADC 
resolution bits. From (5.1) it is shown that the higher the resolution (N) of the ADC the 
smaller the maximum error becomes. But the finer the resolution of an ADC is, the more 
expensive it becomes. Hence, there is a tradeoff between minimizing cost and 
quantization error. The quantization error can be minimized by decreasing the signal 
measurement range (Vp-p). This can be achieved by using a voltage divider circuit to 
decrease the signal range and sending that measured signal to a low voltage range ADC. 
The reduced signal value can then later be compensated through software programming 
to get the actual measured value before the voltage divider circuit. As it was mentioned 
for the round off and truncation errors, the quantization error issue can be ignored due to 
the continued decrease in the cost of high resolution ADC. Presently, a 12 or 16 bit 
resolution ADC are embedded as peripherals on many common inexpensive DSPs, such 
as the TI TMS320F28335 DSP chip. With such an ADC resolution, it is possible to 
obtain errors of about 0.1 mV to 2mV for a ±10V range signal, which is sufficiently 
small to be ignored. 
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5.2.3 Discretization Error 
 
Digital implementation of MPPT algorithms requires addressing issues with 
computing the dP/dV derivative in the digital domain. Since a digital processor can only 
process discrete data samples, a true derivative at an operating point cannot be achieved 
without some error called discretization error, ϑxo(h). 
 
5.3 APPLICATION TO MRFM DMPPT 
In this section the numerical analysis mentioned previous will be performed on 
the MRFM but the method done here may be taken and applied to any other analog 
MPPT method following similar steps that will be covered. 
 In the MRFM method a backward numerical differentiation quotient is used to 
approximate the derivative at an arbitrary operating point x0 . When a derivative at an 
operating point (Vxo) is needed the backward difference quotient is found by immediately 
sampling another value (Vxo' ) separated from the operating point by a fixed small value 
ΔV. So the value of the finite difference quotient at point x0 is  




x x x x
x xV x
V I V IdP P
dV V V V
  
 
              (5.2) 
where Vxo' =Vxo - ΔV, and Vxo, Ixo, Vxo', and Ixo' are sampled voltage and current 
values at point x0 and x0', respectively. 
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From the Taylor series representation of the derivative of a function, g(x) at point 
x0 can be represented as, 
0
2 3( ) ( ) ''(x ) '''( )
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           (5.3) 
where h is the difference between x0 and x0' equivalent to ∆V in (5.2), and ge’(x0) denotes 
the estimated derivative value equivalent to ∆P/∆V in (5.2). That is, g(x) is analogous to 
the function P(V). Then, the error between the true derivative and the estimated value is 
2 3''( ) '''( )
' ' 0 0( ) ( ) ( )
0 0 2! 3!0
g x h g x h
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           (5.4) 
From (5.4), it is shown that a sufficient value for h—analogous to ΔV in a practical 
MPPT implementation— between two sample points must be chosen to approximate a 
derivative value that has a small error ϑxo(h). Yet, h must also be large enough to provide 
a valid sample value in a noisy measurement environment. In doing so, the value of h and 
the corresponding discretization error ϑxo(h) generated by h must meet a specified 
tolerance range defined by the system designer.  
As mentioned before, all root finding algorithms have a termination condition 
given by the tolerance for the searched root value. In the proposed MRFM, when 
implemented digitally, the tolerance was set to reach the MPP within 99.9% of its given 
value at the predetermined lowest irradiance condition. For the analysis, the lowest 
irradiance was chosen to be at 200W/m
2
. This irradiance condition was chosen for the 
MPPT algorithm design because for a fixed termination condition, as the irradiance 
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increases, the operating point range that meets the objective of falling within 99.9% of 
the MPP decreases (Fig. 5.1). Hence, if a high irradiance condition is chosen as the 
reference for specifying the tolerance, when the irradiance decreases from the reference 
level, it is possible to find termination conditions that are beyond the 99.9% of the MPP. 
In the particular examples used in this paper, another advantage of selecting 200W/m
2
 as 
the reference irradiance level for the tolerance is that at this irradiance level Isc ≈ 1A. 
From the simulation data in Fig. 5.1 of the dP/dV vs. V curve, the termination condition is 
| f ’(xn)| ≤ 0.12. This value corresponds to an interval of ΔV = 0.4 V around the MPP. This 
voltage difference is the error bound or accuracy tolerance considered in practical cases 
considered in this dissertation. 

























abs(f '(x)) < 0.12









Figure 5.1: Termination condition comparison between two irradiance levels. 
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A low cost—less than a hundred dollars—digital MPP tracker can be realized with 
an inexpensive microcontroller that is still fast enough to run each step of the DMPPT 
algorithm within each sampling period (in the order of a msec.), and an ADC with a 
resolution that depends on the input signal range—yet, most DSP chips have this function 
already embedded. Evidently a power electronics converter with a DPWM controlled 
needs to be added. In this study a boost converter was chosen because it is simple and 
widely used for this application. However, the analysis can easily be extended to other 
dc-dc converters that can be used as power electronic interfaces for such systems. When 
the dc-dc converter is connected to a battery or a constant voltage load the output voltage 
of the converter is fixed. This is another assumption also considered in this work because 
batteries are often used in sustainable PV systems in order to power the load when there 
is not enough sunlight. The assumed constant output voltage is Vout = 48V. A 
microcontroller running the MPPT algorithm takes the discretized voltage and current 
values and generates a DPWM duty cycle D that regulates the converter input voltage 
(Vpv). Vpv is the voltage across the PV module. In the case of the boost converter used 
here if the duty cycles D1 and D2 correspond to input voltages Vpv1 , Vpv2 , respectively, 






    or  outV D V     .               (5.5) 
From the definition of a derivative and from (5.3) and (5.4) the smaller the value of 
h is the closer the approximate value of a derivate is to its true value. Mathematically, 
with continuous variables and functions, there is no direct limitation in h (equivalent to 
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ΔV in (5.5)). However, in digital implementation of (5.2), ∆V in (5.5) is affected by the 
limited resolution of the DPWM. Hence, the resolution of the DPWM becomes the 
deciding factor when selecting ∆V. The smallest resolution of a DWPM is referred to as a 
tick or LSB and this will be the lower bound for ∆V. In the experimental setup here 1 tick 
is 25ns which is ΔD=0.00125 for a 50 kHz switching frequency DPWM signal and from 
Vout = 48 V and (5.5) corresponds to h = ΔV = 0.06V.  








 and ∆V. The 





, respectively. Consider a worst case scenario 
when g''(x0) and g'''(x0) have their largest value—i.e., when the irradiance is 1000W/m
2
. 
From Fig. 5.3, the range for g''(x0) and g'''(x0) are -54<g'(x0)<5.5, -10< g''(x0)<-0.01, -
1.37<g'''(x0)<0., respectively. Considering these values and the calculations indicated in 
Table I, the third order term of the discretization error (ϑxo(h)) has a significantly small 
value ranging from 0.000054 to 0.00675. This range of values is less than 0.01, so the 
third order term in (5.4) can be ignored. Thus, the only significant term that needs to be 
















Table I. Parameter values for different tick values 















1 ticks 0.00125 0.06 0.0018 0.018 0.000036 0.000054 
2 ticks 0.00250 0.12 0.0072 0.072 0.000288 0.000432 
3 ticks 0.00375 0.18 0.0162 0.162 0.000972 0.001458 
4 ticks 0.00500 0.24 0.0288 0.288 0.002304 0.003456 
5 ticks 0.00625 0.30 0.0450 0.450 0.004500 0.006750 
 
Once again, from (5.6), ideally the smaller h (or ΔV) is, the closer it is to its 
derivative true value at a given point. However, due to ambient EMI noise, switching 
noise of the dc-dc converter, and quantization errors mentioned before, a value of ΔV or h 
too small may cause errors to occur during data acquisition. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 
which shows two sampling instances before and after a duty cycle change for two 
different cases. The first is for 1 tick (ΔV=0.06V) and the second is for 3 ticks 
(ΔV=0.18V). For the former case, it is shown that although the value for ΔV is small and 
decreases ϑxo(h) the most, the step size is too small to overcome the effects of noise. 
Hence, an error occurs when sampling, whereas for the latter case the sampled values for 
the two instances are sufficient. Thus, an upper bound of h---i.e., ΔV— is also needed in 
order to complete the sampling portion of the controller design.. In short, h (or ΔV) must 
be a value small enough to keep ϑxo(h) small but large enough so that the controller is 
robust against noise actions.  
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Thus, in order to choose the interval h for the proposed method (e.g. the MRFM) 
one more criteria needs to be considered. From the MRFM algorithm, at each iteration 
the new approximation of the root is once again from (4.1) and (4.2),  
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            (5.7) 
where an and bn are the lower and upper bound of an interval bracket [an, bn], also the 
subscript p indicates that the function f (x) follows the condition mentioned in (4.1) and 
(4.2). The true value is denoted cn
true
 and the estimation value affected by the 
approximation of the derivative or discretization error is cn
est
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Since from Fig. 5.3 the value of g''(x) for the minimum voltage value is 
approximately 0 V and the value of g''(x) for the maximum voltage value is 
approximately -10 V, then from (5.6) and assuming that bn is the retaining point, 
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e,p(an) >> ϑbn(h)- ϑan(h). Therefore ϑbn(h)- ϑan(h)  can be ignored in the 
denominator of (5.9), so with the help of (5.8), (5.9) now becomes,  
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where ΔVn is bn – an. From (5.12) as Vn→0, ε(h) →0, which means as the iterative 





both the bracket size ΔVn and the error ε(h) are maximum for the initial bracket, For the 
MRFM [24] the initial bracket size ΔV0 is 4V. This value for ΔV0 is somewhat arbitrary 
as ΔV0 could take any value up to Voc. In this case it was considered about ten times the 
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Figure 5.4: Error caused by a small ΔV value 
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    (5.13) 
To sum up, a value h needs to be chosen so that (5.6), (5.10), and (5.13) are small 
enough so they meet the tolerance condition of ΔV=0.4 V and so that | g'(xn)| ≤ 0.12. Yet, 
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h needs to be large enough to be robust against noise effects. In the experimental setup 
detailed in the next Section, the noise amplitude was measured to be 130 mV peak-to-
peak so h=0.18V was the smallest value large enough to overcome the effects of the 
noise. When h = 0.18 V is used in (5.10), and (5.13) and considering from Fig. 5.4 that 
g'(x) can take values between -54 and 5.5, it can be concluded that in order to 
approximate the derivative at a point h = 0.18 V is a sufficiently good value representing 
the length of an interval given by two samples. Hence, in the practical application 
discussed next, when calculating derivatives from (5.2), ΔV is considered equal to 0.18 V. 
The next section will illustrate simulated results of many different analog root 
finding methods implemented in a digital platform utilizing the parameters obtained in 
this section. A pair of samples will be obtained 0.18V apart for every sample value and 
for the bracketing methods (BSM, RFM, MRFM) an initial bracket size of 4V will be 
used. As for the open methods, for the purpose of showing that the method can be utilized 
in DMPPT for special cases, the simulation will begin at a starting point close to the MPP 
in order for the system to not diverge and evolve into an unstable state. This is done for 
the SM. And also a simulation is done to illustrate the system diverging when the initial 
point is far from the MPP. But due to the simulation only taking into consideration 
switching ripple noise and not the ambient EMI noise the merit for choosing a value as 
large as h=0.18V is not clear. But from the experimental results shown in Chapter 6 the 
merit of choosing a value as large as h=0.18V to find a pair for the sample value will be 
evident due to the ambient noise included from the experimental setup. 
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The values chosen in this section is model specific. In this research the SHARP 
NE-170U1 product data specifications [37] were used to do the analysis but the step by 
step method shown and described in this section can be applied to any PV module. 
5.4 SIMULATION-BASED RESULT 
 
A simulated comparison was initially explored in order to verify the root finding 
methods for DMPPT. The arguably two most popular DMPPT methods—the P&O and 
the INC methods—are also considered. The P&O method is widely used due to its 
implementation simplicity but the operating point constantly oscillates around the MPP 
resulting in loss of energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 – 5.6. Fig. 5.6 shows the system 
trying to track the MPP at dynamically changing environment and in this case it is 







From the simulation results the unavoidable oscillation around the MPP can be 
seen in the voltage measurement and the corresponding power measurement. It is due to 
the control method relying on a fixed duty cycle step size where the duty cycle is 
increased when the operating point is on the right side of the MPP on the P-V curve and 
the duty cycle is decreased when the operating point is on the left side of the MPP on the 
P-V curve. This oscillation will continue infinitely even though it reaches the MPP 
because the next step is to perturb a fixed step and the process persists without end. In 
other words, the inherent issue in the P&O method is that it is a method intended to find 
the MPP, yet, when it finds it, it moves the system out of it. In this method a pair of 
sampled values 0.18V apart is not required for it does not require the computation of a 
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derivative value. The only aspect that the designer needs to take into consideration is the 
step size and make sure it is large enough so that the noise effect will not cause a faulty 
measurement in the sign of the power difference. 
The other popular method is the INC method, which avoids the oscillation problem 
of the P&O method but as a fixed step method it involves a trade off associate with the 
step size choice: if the step-size is large the MPP is reached faster than when a small step 
size is chosen. But accuracy of large step-sizes is worse than for small step-sizes. Figs. 
5.7 – 5.10 illustrates this tradeoff by showing the simulation results for two different 
cases. The first case chooses a large fixed step size (ΔD=0.01) and when choosing a large 
step size as in Fig. 5.7 -5.8 MPPT arrives near the MPP faster. But also does not reach the 
MPP accurately. But when choosing a small step size as in Fig. 5.9-5.10 it reaches closer 
to the MPP but it takes longer to do so. Reaching the MPP accurately and quickly at a 
variable step size is important to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the MPPT 
system.  
Fig. 5.11 -5.13 shows the SM implemented as a DMPPT it is fast and accurate 
when the initial point is near the MPP but from Fig. 5.13 it can be seen that when the 
initial point is far from the MPP it diverges resulting in the system evolving into an 
unstable state. The NRM was not simulated due to the difficultly of the need to calculate 
the second derivative but similar results to those obtained by the SM will occur, when the 
inital value is near the MPP it will converge fast to the MPP but when the intial value is 
far from it, the NRM will diverge. Out of the 4 root finding algorithm considered, the 
NRM is the fastest method but due to the complication of calculating the second 
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derivative and the instability issues mentioned, without a safe-guarding method 
implemented with the algorithm, it is not a good choice as a MPPT algorithm. The next 
two bracketing methods and the proposed method solve the instability issue of the SM 
and the NRM which is seen in the following simulation results.  
The BSM implemented as a DMPPT is shown in Fig. 5.14-5.15. It has been 
discussed in Chapter 3 that the MPP is guaranteed to be found. But it is slow compared to 
the RFM and MRFM in finding the MPP. 
The RFM as discussed in Chapter 3 is faster than the BSM and also guarantees to 
reach the MPP. The simulation results of the RFM used as a DMPPT method is shown in 
Fig. 5.16-5.17 and the simulation results of the proposed method MRFM is shown in Fig. 
5.18-5.19. 












































































Figure 5.6 : Perturb & Observe Method MPPT in Dynamic Environment 













































































Figure 5.8 : INC MPPT in Dynamic Environment (ΔD=0.01) 













































































Figure 5.10 : INC MPPT in Dynamic Environment (ΔD=0.005) 




































Figure 5.11 : Secant Method MPPT @1000W/m
2
 (Initial Point near MPP) 
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Figure 5.12 : Secant Method MPPT in Dynamic Environment (Initial Point near MPP) 



































Figure 5.13 : Secant Method MPPT Initial Point far from MPP 
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Figure 5.14 : Bisection Method MPPT @1000W/m
2
 





































Figure 5.15 : Bisection Method MPPT in Dynamic Environment 
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Figure 5.16 : Regula Falsi Method MPPT @1000W/m
2
 



































Figure 5.17 : Regula Falsi Method MPPT in Dynamic Environment 
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Figure 5.18 : Modified Regula Falsi Method MPPT @1000W/m
2
 





































Figure 5.19 : Modified Regula Falsi Method MPPT in Dynamic Environment 
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5.4.1 Simulation-base comparison 
 
Now to compare the different algorithms, simulation results were performed at 
S.T.C for different root finding algorithms and are shown in Fig. 5.20. Hence, the MPP is 
reached when Vpv equals Vmp = 34.8 V. The plots in Fig. 5.20 indicate that the SM takes 6 
steps to reach the MPP, the BSM requires 14 steps, the RFM 10 steps, and the MRFM 
takes 6 steps to reach the MPP.  
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Figure 5.20 : Comparison of the Root Finding Methods DMPPT through simulations 
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Hence, these results confirm not only that the different root finding algorithms 
mentioned in this dissertation can be used as DMPPT algorithms (for the NRM, SM, 
when the initial conditions are good) but also that the MRFM is the fastest method in 
tracking the MPP. As Fig. 5.20 displays, digitally implemented SM DMPPT is fast and 
accurate but only when the initial point is near the MPP. However, when the initial point 
is far from the MPP, the SM diverges. Having the system work in an area close to the 
MPP is not possible due to the dynamically changing environment the PV model is in. 
The NRM was not simulated because it has similar behavior to the SM but it is more 
complex to implement due to the need to calculate the second derivative. Hence, although 
the NRM is the fastest method discussed earlier here, due to the complication of 
calculating the second derivative and the aforementioned instability issues, it is not a 
good choice as a MPPT algorithm. The next three aforementioned bracketing methods 
solve the instability issue of the SM and the NRM and are shown in Fig. 5.20. As it was 
discussed above and Fig. 5.20 shows, the DMPPT BSM implemented guarantees to find 
the MPP but it is slow compared to the RFM and MRFM in finding the MPP. After the 
initial bracketing procedure of finding a bracket that has the root or MPP inside, the 
bracket is continuously decreased in half while maintaining the MPP inside the bracket 
until a termination condition of a fixed tolerance value is met. This process is explicitly 
shown in Fig. 20. As Fig. 5.20 also displays, the RFM is faster than the BSM by 4 steps 
and, as it was discussed in the previous section, it also guarantees to reach the MPP. But 
also, since a retaining point exists, the RFM is slower than the MRFM. Figure 5.20 shows 
the MRFM as the fastest of all discussed methods that guarantees convergence to the 
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MPP. It reaches the MPP immediately after finding a bracketing interval. Moreover, 
compared with fixed step size algorithm (e.g. P&O and INC) the proposed MRFM is 
more accurate because in the MRFM the step size varies while approaching the MPP, 
whereas in fixed step cases, oscillation occurs around the true MPP. An example of a 
fixed step size DMPPT method is the P&O method and the INC method, which was 
shown in Fig. 5.5-5.10. The resulting oscillation effects of having a fixed step size 
method is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 -5.7 showing the operating point not being able to 
converge to the MPP and continuously oscillating around the MPP. Thus, having a 
variable step size method compared to a fixed step size method is a better choice. All the 
root finding methods mentioned in this chapter is a variable step size method and hence 
do not have the problem of infinite oscillation. But each root finding methods do have 
their pros and cons, such as the open methods (NRM, SM) being fast while having the 
possibility of evolving into an unstable state and the bracketing methods (BSM, RFM, 
MRFM) being slightly slower but guaranteed convergence. And through the analysis 
provided in this chapter it can be concluded that the best choice for a DMPPT utilizing 
the root finding algorithms is the MRFM. 




Chapter 6 : Experimental Results 
 
6.1 EXPERIMENT SYSTEM 
 
A hardware prototype of the DMPPT system was built as shown in Fig. 6.1 -6.2. 
Tests were run for numerous different root finding based algorithms. The most popular 
P&O and INC methods were also included in the evaluation. To verify the true MPP at a 
certain experimental condition a voltage sweep was done for each experiment instance. 
This was done by running a program on the digital controller immediately after the MPP 
was reached where the controller started the duty cycle at D=0.1 and incrementally 
increase it until D=0.7. This process sweeps the voltage across the PV module where the 
voltage and the current measurements are sampled resulting in a power plot. From this 
plot the true MPP can be identified.     
 
Figure 6.1 : Experiment system setup 
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The experimental setup consists of three major components, which is the PV 
module, the DC-DC converter and the Control System. These are explained in more 
detail in the next section.  
 
Figure 6.2 : Close up of experimental setup 
6.1.1 Photovoltic Module 
 
Experiments were conducted with a Sharp NE-170U1 PV module under solar 
light in order to validate the analysis. The basic specification of this PV module at S.T.C. 
is: Voc = 43.2V, Isc = 5.47A, and Pmax = 170W at Vmp=34.8V, Imp=4.90A.  
6.1.2 DC-DC Converter  
 
A boost converter was chosen to interface the PV module and to implement 
MPPT because of their simplicity and because boost-type of converters is a common 
choice to interface PV modules in practical applications. The boost converter is operated 
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in continuous conduction mode (CCM) and the circuit parameters corresponding to the 
circuit schematic in Fig. 6.3 are L = 300 μH, C2 = 1500 μF, PV input Capacitor C1 = 
10μF, with a switching frequency of 50 kHz. The inductance value was chosen using 
(6.1) to keep the converter operating in the CCM even during low irradiance conditions 








                         (6.1) 
Equation (6.1) is derived from the boundary condition of continuous conduction which is 
when the minimum value of the inductor current ripple is zero. Henc, in order for the dc-
dc converter to operate in continuous conduction mode the inductor value must meet the 












Figure 6.3 : Boost Converter Circuit with a PV module as a source 
6.1.3 Control System 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 5 a low cost digital MPP tracker can be commercially 
realized with an inexpensive microcontroller an ADC and a DPWM controlled boost 
converter. However, due to the prototyping nature of this project, a NI CompactRIO 
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system platform was used as shown in Fig. 6.4 because it provides more flexibility and 
implementation ease, particularly when control parameters need to be continuously 
changed. The voltage and current values were acquired through an NI 9215 Analog Input 
Output (AIO) Module into a standard computer from where they were captured. This 
AIO module has a 16 bit ADC with a signal range of ±10V. The control DPWM signal is 
generated by the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in the cRIO and it is output 
through a NI 9401 Digital Input Output (DIO) Module. The FPGA uses an internal clock 
of 40MHz to generate a tick every 25 ns and produces a DPWM signal as shown in Fig. 
6.5. Thus, an 800 tick duration is required in order to generate a 50 kHz DPWM signal. 
This is derived by finding the period of the switching frequency which for 50 kHz is a 
20000ns period signal. So 20000ns/25ns = 800 ticks are required to generate a 50 kHz 
signal with a resolution of 25ns.  
The 'On' or 'High' ticks are related to the duty cycle through (6.2). 
800k D      
 (k : Number of 'High' ticks for Duty Cycle D)           (6.2) 
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Figure 6.4: DMPPT Experimental Setup for DMPPT 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 
Figures 6.6 to 6.12 shows the experimental results obtained for all of the root 
finding optimization methods mentioned in this paper. Each figure has two parts. The left 
side of each of these figures consists of the DMPPT algorithm tracking the MPP, i.e., it 
indicates real extracted power. On the right side, they show an I-V sweep done 
immediately after the tracking to verify the true MPP, i.e., it indicates real PV panel 
MPP. These experimental results follow the simulation outputs discussed in Chapter 5 
very closely. Figures 6.6 to 6.8 are the experimental results of the P&O and INC 
methods. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the INC method at two different duty cycle step 
settings. Figure 6.7 is set at a large duty cycle step (ΔD=0.01) in order to show that it 
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oscillates around the MPP, whereas Fig. 6.8 displays the case of a small duty cycle step 
(ΔD=0.005) which takes longer to converge to the vicinity of the MPP. Figure 6.9 
exemplifies the SM with a good initial condition choice. As shown, the SM reaches the 
MPP in 5 sets of samples. The first three sets of samples are the initial bracketing phase 
where the operating point is moved 4V at a time until it contains the root of MPP in the 
bracket before conducting the iterative process.  One set consists of two samples to 
calculate the backward difference quotient. Figure 6.10 depicts the BSM. For this 
method, the MPP is reached in a total of 8 sets. As for the SM case the first three sets are 
the bracketing phase then the bracket is reduced in size by ½  while containing the MPP 
within until a termination condition is met. Figure 6.11 exemplifies the RFM which 
requires a total of 5 sets to reach the MPP. After the initial bracketing phase the new 
approximation of the root is calculated and the operating point is moved to that point 
repetitively until a termination condition is met. Finally, Fig. 6.12 shows the MRFM. 
This newly proposed MPPT method is the fastest of all of those tested here, reaching the 
MPP in a total of 4 sets. Therefore, experiments validate the analysis showing not only 
convergence to the MPP for the discussed root-finding methods, but also that the newly 
proposed method based on the MRFM converges to the MPP faster than all other 
methods with ensured convergence to the MPP. 
The controller used in this experiment is the NI CompactRIO which provides a 
wide range of input and output modules that can be chosen by the engineer and 
configured to do numerous different data acquisition tasks. In the DMPPT setup an 
analog input module and a digital output module is needed to control the dc-dc converter 
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to track the MPP of the PV module. In choosing the analog module not only is the input 
voltage range important to be checked but the ADC resolution is also important to reduce 
quantization noise mentioned in Chapter 5. Also the sampling rate is an important factor 
that needs to considered when choosing an analog input module. When choosing the 
sampling rate it depends on the system dynamic response whether it is a fast changing 
system and also whether or not monitoring the transient is important. In the case of the 
setup for this research, samples that were used in the calculation were the sampled value 
obtained after the system had reached a predetermined steady state so the need for a high 
speed sampling rate module was not critical. An NI 9215 AIO module was used which 
has a 16 bit ADC with a signal range of ±10V and sampling rate of 100k Samples/s and 4 
channels. As for choosing the digital output module the possible output resolution of the 
output signal is important especially when the DMPPT algorithm like the root finding 
algorithms evaluated in this research requires a computation of a derivative a fine 
resolution is required from the digital output module. This is governed by the clock speed 
that drives the digital output module. In the NI CompactRIO a FPGA is embedded that is 
capable of generating a 40MHz clock which triggers the NI 9401 DIO Module used in 
this research giving a resolution of 25ns and comes with 8 channels.  
The NI CompactRIO was also used in the solar car project done at the University 
of Texas at Austin supervised by Professor Gary Hallock. Because of the many 
capabilities of the device it was used to control the motors, monitor battery charge and 
health and communication functions. In the previous solar car models, an independent 
MPPT system was purchased and used to track the MPP on the solar arrays. In the new 
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solar car model the possibility of doing the MPPT of the solar arrays utilizing the NI 
CompactRIO and the MRFM DMPPT method were brought up and initial research and 
tests proved promising results.      
…1 2 3 k
k=800∙D ticks
25ns








Figure 6.5 : DPWM signal from the FPGA 
 
Figure 6.6 : Experimentally generated results for the P&O DMPPT 
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Figure 6.7 : Experimentally generated results for the INC DMPPT, ΔD=0.01 
 
Figure 6.8 : Experimentally generated results for the INC DMPPT, ΔD=0.005 
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Figure 6.9 : Experimentally generated results for the SM DMPPT 
 
Figure 6.10 : Experimentally generated results for the BSM DMPPT 
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Figure 6.11 : Experimentally generated results for the RFM DMPPT 
 
Figure 6.12 : Experimentally generated results for the MRFM DMPPT 
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The performance of a photovoltaic module is not only affected by the temperature 
and irradiance as mentioned in Chapter 2 but also shading [40]. Due to partial shading on 
the PV module shown in Fig. 7.1 the partially shaded area will generate less current than 
the unshaded area or cells. A PV module divided into four subsections is shown in Fig. 
7.1. 
 
Figure 7.1 : PV module divided into 4 subsections 
For each subsection (Subsection #1 – Subsection #4) shown in Fig. 7.2 all cells 
are connected in series which requires the same amount of current to flow in all cells. 
Since the unshaded cells generate a larger current than the shaded cell it will force the 
shaded cell to operate at higher current value than it can produce and to do it would have 
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to operate in the reverse bias region causing the cell to act as load rather than a generator 
[41]. This results in the shaded cell to dissipate power as heat and causes ―hot spots‖ 
which can harm the PV module by degrading the cell and in cases the whole system by 
affecting its performance. So in order to minimize the effect of partial shading a diode is 
connected in parallel to the cell to allow the current to bypass the shaded cell. By 
connecting the bypass diode it will decrease the amount of dissipated power resulting on 
the shaded cell. But it will also result in multiple peaks in the P-V plot. 
 
Figure 7.2 : (A) PV Module Divided into Subsections (B) Partially shaded PV Module 
w/o Bypass Diode (C) Partially shaded PV Module w/ Bypass Diode 
Fig. 7.3 shows the I-V plot of case (B) in Fig. 7.2 which shows a decrease in the 
maximum current being generated from the PV module and Fig. 7.4 shows the resulting 
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decrease in maximum power that is able to be extracted. Fig. 7.5 shows the I-V plot of 
case (C) in Fig. 7.2 where the multiple threshold breakdown happens across the diode in 
the mathematical model in chapter 2. This is the reason for the multiple peaks shown in 
Fig. 7.6.  
 
Figure 7.3 : I-V Plot for Unshaded & Partially Shaded Case w/o Bypass Diode 
 Due to the multiple peaks shown in Fig. 7.6 the possibility of tracking the wrong 
MPP increases and the effectiveness of utilizing the existing MPPT methods are reduced 
resulting in a decrease in power extraction efficiency of the PV module [40]. This 
erroneous tracking of the MPP due to multiple peaks also applies to the root finding 
methods mentioned in this research.  
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Many research [40]-[52] has been done in the past to solve this problem and in 
this research the method done in [45] which is to divide a PV module into subsections 
and to use a multiple input converter (MIC) as the power electronic interface for each 
subsection and individually track the MPP for each one was chosen and shown to 
increase the efficiency of power extraction. This hardware solution was applied to the 
MRFM DMPPT method to show that the MRFM is feasible in a partial shading 
condition. 
Besides what was proposed in [45] the majority of the approach to solving the 
problem of the multiple local maximum due to partial shading are algorithm based [42]-
[44],[47]-[48], [50]-[52]. For instance in [42], Fibonacci sequence is used to track the 
global MPP under partially shaded conditions. In [43] is a variant of the P&O method 
that utilizes pilot or monitoring cells. And in [44] a state space-based approach is 
presented to search the global MPP which is fast, accurate but is system specific, 
complex, and requires numerous sensors. In [47] they have proposed a two-stage method 
to track the global MPP. In the first stage, the operating point moves into a close area of 
the global MPP then in the second stage it converges to the actual global MPP. In [48] the 
proposed method is based on the critical observation that the peaks follow a specific trend 
that is 80% of the Voc. In [50] the method proposed is based on INC method with step-size 
variation. In [51] Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm has been employed in 
the proposed method to track the global MPP. In [52] a variant of the Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm known as the Adaptive Perceptive Particle Swarm Optimization 
is used to trace the global MPP. 
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Figure 7.4 : P-V Plot for Unshaded & Partially Shaded Case w/o Bypass Diode 
 
Figure 7.5 : I-V Plot for Unshaded & Partially Shaded Case w/ Bypass Diode 
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Figure 7.6 : P-V Plot for Unshaded & Partially Shaded Case w/ Bypass Diode 
7.2 MULTIPLE INPUT CONVERTER  
 
 A Multiple Input Converter (MIC) is a promising topology for diversification of 
multiple energy source where in this case multiple subsections of a PV module are the 
multiple sources[53]- [59]. It is a circuit that if compared to a combination of several 
single input topology converters is more cost effective, compact in size, requires fewer 
components, and is easier for future expansion.  
 In this research a PV module is divided into subsections and each subsection is 
connected as an energy source to each leg of a multiple input boost converter.  
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7.3 DMPPT USING MIC 
 
By utilizing a multiple input boost converter and having each subsection of a PV 
module as the input for each leg as shown in Fig. 7.7 it is possible to do the DMPPT on 
each leg of the converter individually. By doing the DMPPT on each subsection 
separately rather than on the whole entire PV module increases the efficiency of power 
extraction significantly. A simulation was done for two different cases where the first 
case was a PV module with partial shading on subsection #4 and the MRFM DMPPT was 
done on the entire PV module. The simulated system is shown in Fig. 7.8. On the other 
case MRFM DMPPT was done on each subsection of a PV module individually where 
the partial shading and the temperature and irradiation conditions where exactly the same 
as the previous case and the simulated system is shown in Fig. 7.9. 
 
Figure 7.7 : Multiple Input Boost Converter connected to subsections of a PV Module 
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. So this results in 172.8W being generated by 




Figure 7.8 : DMPPT System with Partial Shading 
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Figure 7.9 : DMPPT System with Partial Shading utilizing Multiple Input Boost Converter
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7.3.1 Simulation Results 
Figure 7.10 shows the multiple peaks in the P-V plot for the partial shading 
condition of the simulated P-V panel. From the simulation result in Fig. 7.11 it is shown 
that the MRFM DMMT process from the system of Fig. 7.8 has tracked the false local 
maxima in the partial shading condition and the system is generating 89.1W. The latter 
part shows the system generating the maximum power of the PV module of 172.8W after 
the shading has cleared away. As for Fig. 7.12 it shows the simulation result of the 
system in Fig. 7.9 generating 146.7W during the same partial shading as was done in the 
system shown in Fig. 7.8 which is close to 1.5 times the power generated in Fig. 7.11. 
So in conclusion by dividing up the PV module into subsections and utilizing a 
MIC as the power electronic interface to do the DMPPT on each subsection of the PV 
module proved to increase the power extraction efficiency of the system. 
 
Figure 7.10 : P-V plot of simulated PV module with partial shading 
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Figure 7.11 : Simulation result of MRFM DMPPT for the system in Fig. 7.8 
 
Figure 7.12 : Simulation result of MRFM DMPPT for the system in Fig. 7.9(MICs) 
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Chapter 8 : Conclusion 
 
8.1 SUMMARY  
 
Photovoltaic systems are one of the leading technologies envisioned in order to 
achieve carbon footprint reduction and more sustainable energy generation means. In 
these systems, power electronic interfaces are essential components because they allow 
the necessary energy efficiency conversion to harness this renewable energy source. 
Hence, MPPT methods are key enablers of a more energy sustainable society. Due to 
their implementation ease, low cost and flexible operation, in the past few years more and 
more controllers for such sustainable systems are being implemented on a digital 
platform. This dissertation has discussed an alternative perspective to the classical 
approach to MPPT. A numerical analysis approach for finding a root for the dP/dV 
function was performed. In particular, this paper comprehensively discussed classical 
root finding algorithms and their use for MPPT was verified. Since these methods had 
been originally developed in a continuous variable domain, this work included thorough 
mathematical analysis that validates their implementation in a digital domain. This 
mathematical analysis discussed the impact of digitalizing such control strategies in terms 
of convergence to the MPP by exploring numerical stability characteristics of the root 
finding methods in the digital domain and the effect of quantization and discretization 
errors. Based on the analysis a new variable step DMPPT method called the MRFM was 
presented and its implementation was discussed. The analysis was validated both with 
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simulations and with a hardware-based experimental test bed. All of the experiments 
were performed with the same test bed. No hardware alteration was needed in order to 
implement each method which in addition of highlighting a merit of digital 
implementation it also ensures uniformity and unbiased testing for all discussed methods. 
These evaluations confirm the analysis by demonstrating that digitally implemented 
classical root finding MPPT operate as expected. Bracketed methods are identified to be 
better options than open interval methods because in the latter convergence to the MPP is 
not ensured. Simulations and experiments also confirm that the proposed MRFM is the 
fastest of the discussed algorithm to reach the MPP. 
Since the effects of partial shading are an important issue in solar energy 
extraction and MPPT, a hardware solution to this problem has been investigated and 
verified through simulation. The hardware solution was to utilize MICs and partition the 
PV module into subsections to do the MPPT on each subsection separately. In this 
research, to verify the validity of this approach of utilizing a MIC to solve the partial 
shading effects a multiple input boost converter was used to connect the partitioned 
subsections of the PV module as inputs to each leg of the MIC. Without the MIC the 
DMPPT system was shown through simulations, to track the wrong MPP resulting in an 
inefficient energy extraction of the PV module. However, when using the MIC it was 
verified through simulation not only that the proposed MRFM can also be implemented 
in a multiple input converter, but also that the power extraction for the entire system 
under partially shading conditions increased significantly.  
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8.2 FUTURE WORK 
This analysis was focused on solar applications but can also be extended to 
applications in the wind power generation and fuel cell power generation applications. It 
is also possible to extend the system to where the sources connected to the multiple input 
converter is not only just the subsections of the PV module but other renewable energy 
sources and also incorporating a battery as another source and utilizing a multiple input 
bidirectional converter to be able to not only store energy but also provide energy in 
cases where the solar or wind energy isn’t available. This is a favorable system for the 
power system of a plug in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) which is an important 
technology that will help to address issues that may conduct to an energy crisis or may 
aggravate an existing one. 
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Appendix A 
A.1 MATLAB CODE 
This appendix includes the MATLAB code used to simulate the plots in Chapter 5 and 7. 
 
[Perturb & Observe Algorithm] 
 










    vk_store = zeros(2,1); 
    ik_store = zeros(2,1); 
    index = 1; 
    stage = 0;   
    Dref = 0.5; 
    
end 
  




    case 0 
        Dref=0.5; 
        stage = stage +1; 
    case 1 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
         
        index = index+1; 
        stage = stage+1; 
         
        Dref = Dref - deltaD; 
         
    case 2 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
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        P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2);   
        P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); 
         
        dP = P2 - P1; 
        dV = vk_store(2)-vk_store(1);  
         
        if(dP==0) 
            Dref=Dref; 
        else 
            if(dP>0) 
                    if(dV>0) 
         Dref=Dref-deltaD;  %coming in from the left side of 
 MPP 
                    else 
                        Dref=Dref+deltaD;  %coming in from the right side of  
MPP  
                    end 
            else 
                    if(dV>0) 
                        Dref=Dref+deltaD; %pulling back towards mpp on LHS 
                    else 
                        Dref=Dref-deltaD; %pulling back towards mpp on RHS 
                    end 
            end 
        end 
         
        vk_store(1) = vk_store(2); 
        ik_store(1) = ik_store(2); 
  
        index = 2; 
        stage = 2; 
  
end      
  
  
D = Dref; 
out = vk_store; 
 
 
[Incremental Conductance Algorithm] 
 











    vk_store = zeros(2,1); 
    ik_store = zeros(2,1); 
    index = 1; 
    stage = 0;   
    Dref = 0.5; 
    
end 
  




    case 0 
        Dref=0.5; 
        stage = stage +1; 
    case 1 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
         
        index = index+1; 
        stage = stage+1; 
         
        Dref = Dref - deltaD; 
         
    case 2 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
  
        dV = vk_store(2)-vk_store(1);   
        dI = ik_store(2)-ik_store(1); 
  
         
        if(dV==0) 
  
            if(dI>0.02) 
                     Dref=Dref-deltaD; 
            elseif(dI<-0.02) 
                     Dref=Dref+deltaD; 
                 else 
                    Dref = Dref; 
            end 
        end 
  
        if(dV~=0) 
            INC = ik_store(2)/vk_store(2)+dI/dV;     
            if(INC>0.02) 
                        Dref=Dref-deltaD; 
            elseif(INC<-0.02) 
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                        Dref=Dref+deltaD; 
                else 
                    Dref = Dref; 
            end 
        end 
         
        vk_store(1) = vk_store(2); 
        ik_store(1) = ik_store(2); 
  
        index = 2; 
        stage = 2; 
  
end      
  
  
D = Dref; 
out = vk_store; 
 
 
[Secant Method Algorithm] 
 
 










    vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
    ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
    index = 1; 
    stage = 0; 
    Dref = 0.7; 
    P=0; 
end 
  
switch stage  
          
    case 0 
        Dref=0.25; 
        stage = stage +1; 
         
    case 1 
       vk_store(index) = vk; 
       ik_store(index) = ik; 
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            Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; %currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
            index = index +1; 
            stage = stage +1; 
             
                
    case 2 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
         
            P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); 
            P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
            P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
            P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
         
         
        if(vk_store(3)==0) 
            Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*2.2/V_L; 
               
                index = index + 1; 
                stage = stage - 1;                      
        else 
                      
           fda = (P2-P1)./(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)); 
           fdb = (P4-P3)./(vk_store(4)-vk_store(3)); 
           ck = vk_store(4)-(fdb*(vk_store(4)-vk_store(2))/(fdb-fda)); 
            
           Dref = Dref+((vk_store(4)-ck)/V_L) + 0.48/V_L; 
              
             index = index+1;  
             stage = stage +1; 
        end 
         
    case 3 
       vk_store(index) = vk; 
       ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
        Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; %currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
        index = index+1; 
        stage = stage +1; 
                
    case 4 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik;     
        P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); 
        P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
        P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
        P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
        P5 = vk_store(5)*ik_store(5); 
        P6 = vk_store(6)*ik_store(6);          
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        fda = (P2-P1)./(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)); 
        fdb = (P4-P3)./(vk_store(4)-vk_store(3)); 
        fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
            
        vk_store(1) = vk_store(3); 
        ik_store(1) = ik_store(3); 
        vk_store(2) = vk_store(4); 
        ik_store(2) = ik_store(4); 
        vk_store(3) = vk_store(5); 
        ik_store(3) = ik_store(5); 
        vk_store(4) = vk_store(6); 
        ik_store(4) = ik_store(6); 
            
        ck = vk_store(4)-1*(fdc*(vk_store(4)-vk_store(2))./(fdc-fdb)); 
        
        tol = ck-vk_store(6); 
        if (abs(tol)<0.12) 
            stage = 5; 
            P= vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
            Dref = Dref; 
        else 
            Dref = Dref+((vk_store(4)-ck)/V_L) + 0.48/V_L; 
            stage = 3; 
            index = 5; 
        end 
         
    otherwise 
        if(P-vk*ik<1 && P-vk*ik>-1) 
            
        Dref = Dref; 
        vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
        ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
        stage = 5; 
        else 
            if(stage<6) 
                Dref=Dref; 
                stage = stage +1; 
            else 
            vk_store(1)=vk; 
            ik_store(1)=ik; 
            Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
            vk_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
            ik_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
            index = 2; 
            stage =2; 
            end 
        end 
             
end  
D = Dref; 
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[Bisection Method Algorithm] 
 
 










    vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
    ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
    index = 1; 
    stage = 0; 
    Dref = 0.8; 
    P=0; 
end 
  
switch stage  
          
    case 0 
        Dref=0.8; 
        stage = stage +1; 
         
    case 1 
       vk_store(index) = vk; 
       ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
            Dref = Dref - 0.001; %currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
            index = index+1; 
            stage = stage +1; 
             
                
    case 2 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
         
            P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); 
            P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
            P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
            P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
         
         
        if(vk_store(3)==0) 
            Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*3/V_L; 
               
                index = index+1; 
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                stage = stage -1; 
                 
            
        elseif(sign(P2-P1)==sign(P4-P3)) 
            Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*3/V_L; 
              
             vk_store(1) = vk_store(3); 
             ik_store(1) = ik_store(3); 
             vk_store(2) = vk_store(4); 
             ik_store(2) = ik_store(4); 
             index = 3; 
             stage = 1; 
        else 
                      
           ck = (vk_store(2)+vk_store(4))./2; 
            
           Dref = Dref+((vk_store(4)-ck)/V_L) + 0.001; 
              
             index = index+1;  
             stage = stage +1; 
        end 
         
    case 3 
       vk_store(index) = vk; 
       ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
        Dref = Dref - 0.001; %currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
        index = index+1; 
        stage = stage +1; 
                
    case 4 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik;     
        P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); 
        P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
        P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
        P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
        P5 = vk_store(5)*ik_store(5); 
        P6 = vk_store(6)*ik_store(6); 
         
        if(sign(P6-P5)==sign(P2-P1)) 
            
          
           fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
            
           ck = (vk_store(6)+ vk_store(4))./2; 
            
        else 
             
            fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
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            ck = (vk_store(2)+vk_store(6))./2; 
            
        end 
         
        stage = 3; 
        index = 5; 
        
        if (fdc<0.15 && fdc>-0.15) 
            stage = 5; 
            P= vk_store(6)*ik_store(6); 
            Dref = Dref; 
        else 
             
            Dref = Dref-((ck-vk_store(6))/V_L)+0.001; 
        end 
    otherwise 
        if(P-vk*ik<1 && P-vk*ik>-1) 
            
        Dref = Dref; 
        vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
        ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
        stage = 5; 
        else 
            if(stage==5) 
                Dref=Dref; 
                stage = stage +1; 
            else 
            vk_store(1)=vk; 
            ik_store(1)=ik; 
            Dref = Dref - 0.001; 
            vk_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
            ik_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
            index = 2; 
            stage =2; 
            end 
        end 





D = Dref; 








[Regula Falsi Method Algorithm] 
 
 









if isempty(vk_store)             % Initialize 
    vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
    ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
    index = 1; 
    stage = 0; 
    Dref = 0.7; 
    P=0; 
end 
  
switch stage  
          
    case 0                        % Initial Duty Cycle 
        Dref=0.25; 
        stage = stage +1; 
         
    case 1                        % Acuire First Sample  
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
            Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L;  % Currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
            index = index +1; 
            stage = stage +1; 
             
                
    case 2                        % Acuire First Sample Pair   
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
         
%         if(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)>2 || vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)<0.5) 
%                                         % Check for irradiatin change 
%              vk_store(1) = vk_store(2); % Acquire again starting from 
here  
%              ik_store(1) = ik_store(2); 
%               
%              Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
%              index = 2; 
%              stage = 2; 
%              
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%         else 
         
            P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1);  % Calculate power at each  
sample 
            P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
            P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
            P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
         
         
            if(vk_store(3)==0) % Check for second sample pair 
                 
                 Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*4/V_L; % 4 V 
               
                 index = index +1; 
                 stage = stage -1; 
                 
            
            elseif(sign(P2-P1)==sign(P4-P3)) % Check if second sample  
pair 
                                               % is on the same side                            
                    Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*4/V_L; 
              
                    vk_store(1) = vk_store(3); % Choose second sample pair 
                    ik_store(1) = ik_store(3); % as first pair 
                    vk_store(2) = vk_store(4); 
                    ik_store(2) = ik_store(4); 
                    index = 3; 
                    stage = 1; 
                     
                 else 
                     fda = (P2-P1)./(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)); 
                     fdb = (P4-P3)./(vk_store(4)-vk_store(3)); 
                                        % Calculate next FP position 
                               if(P1<P2) 
                                   fpda=fda; 
                                   fpdb=fdb;                
                               else 
                                   fpda=fda; 
                                   fpdb=fdb;  
                               end 
                                 
                     ck = (vk_store(2)*fpdb-vk_store(4)*fpda)./(fpdb-fpda); 
            
                     Dref = Dref+((vk_store(4)-ck)/V_L) +0.48/V_L; 
     % 0.001 is to place first sample at 0.05V before the calculated 
value 
                     index = index +1;  
                     stage = stage +1; 
           % end 
        end 
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    case 3 
        vk_store(index) = vk;  % Acquire new position 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
        Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; %currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
        index = index +1; 
        stage = stage +1; 
                
    case 4                     % Acquire new position pair 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik;  
         
%         if(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)>2|| vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)<0.5) 
%                                         % Check for irradiatin change 
%             vk_store(1) = vk_store(6);  % Acquire again starting from 
here 
%             ik_store(1) = ik_store(6); 
%             Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
%             vk_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
%             ik_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
%             index = 2; 
%             stage = 2; 
%          
%         else 
         
            P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); % Calculate power at each 
sample 
            P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
            P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
            P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
            P5 = vk_store(5)*ik_store(5); 
            P6 = vk_store(6)*ik_store(6); 
         
            if(sign(P6-P5)==sign(P2-P1))% Check if new position sample 
pair 
                                        % is on the same side 
               fdb = (P4-P3)./(vk_store(4)-vk_store(3)); 
               fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
  
                   if(P1<P2) 
                       fpdb=fdb; 
                       fpdc=fdc;                
                   else 
                       fpdb=fdb; 
                       fpdc=fdc;  
                   end 
  
               ck = (vk_store(6)*fpdb-vk_store(4)*fpdc)./(fpdb-fpdc); 
                
               vk_store(1) = vk_store(5); %New A 
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               ik_store(1) = ik_store(5); 
               vk_store(2) = vk_store(6); 
               ik_store(2) = ik_store(6); 
  
            else 
                fda = (P2-P1)./(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)); 
                fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
  
                    if(P1<P2) 
                       fpda=fda; 
                       fpdc=fdc;                
                    else 
                       fpda=fda; 
                       fpdc=fdc;  
                    end             
  
               ck = (vk_store(2)*fpdc-vk_store(6)*fpda)./(fpdc-fpda); 
                
               vk_store(3) = vk_store(5); % New B 
               ik_store(3) = ik_store(5); 
               vk_store(4) = vk_store(6); 
               ik_store(4) = ik_store(6); 
  
            end 
         
        stage = 3; 
        index = 5; 
        tol = ck- vk_store(6); 
        
            if (abs(tol)<0.1) % Check tolerence 
                stage = 5; 
                P= vk_store(6)*ik_store(6); % Store value 
                Dref = Dref; 
            else 
                Dref = Dref-((ck-vk_store(6))/V_L)+0.48/V_L; 
       %     end 
        end 
        
    otherwise 
        if(abs(P-vk*ik)<100)% Monitor irradiation change after reaching 
MPP 
            
            Dref = Dref;  % Keep at MPP 
            vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
            ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
            stage = 5; 
         
        else 
            if(stage<6) 
                Dref=Dref; 
                stage = stage +1; 
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            else 
                vk_store(1)=vk; 
                ik_store(1)=ik; 
                Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
                vk_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
                ik_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
                index = 2; 
                stage = 2; 
            end 
        end 
end 
  
D = Dref; 
outv = vk_store; 
outi = ik_store; 
 
[Modified Regula Falsi Method Algorithm] 
 
 









if isempty(vk_store)             % Initialize 
    vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
    ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
    index = 1; 
    stage = 0; 
    Dref = 0.7; 
    P=0; 
end 
  
switch stage  
          
    case 0                        % Initial Duty Cycle 
        Dref=0.25; 
        stage = stage +1; 
         
    case 1                        % Acuire First Sample  
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
            Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L;  % Currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
            index = index +1; 
            stage = stage +1; 
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    case 2                        % Acuire First Sample Pair   
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
         
%         if(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)>2 || vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)<0.5) 
%                                         % Check for irradiatin change 
%              vk_store(1) = vk_store(2); % Acquire again starting from 
here  
%              ik_store(1) = ik_store(2); 
%               
%              Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
%              index = 2; 
%              stage = 2; 
%              
%         else 
         
            P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1);  % Calculate power at each  
sample 
            P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
            P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
            P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
         
         
            if(vk_store(3)==0) % Check for second sample pair 
                 
                 Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*4/V_L; % 4 V 
               
                 index = index +1; 
                 stage = stage -1; 
                 
            
            elseif(sign(P2-P1)==sign(P4-P3)) % Check if second sample  
pair 
                                                    % is on the same side                            
                    Dref = Dref +sign(P1-P2)*4/V_L; 
              
                    vk_store(1) = vk_store(3); % Choose second sample pair 
                    ik_store(1) = ik_store(3); % as first pair 
                    vk_store(2) = vk_store(4); 
                    ik_store(2) = ik_store(4); 
                    index = 3; 
                    stage = 1; 
                     
                 else 
                     fda = (P2-P1)./(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)); 
                     fdb = (P4-P3)./(vk_store(4)-vk_store(3)); 
                                        % Calculate next FP position 
                               if(P1<P2) 
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                                   fpda=fda; 
                                   fpdb=fdb/2;                
                               else 
                                   fpda=fda/2; 
                                   fpdb=fdb;  
                               end 
                                 
                     ck = (vk_store(2)*fpdb-vk_store(4)*fpda)./(fpdb-fpda); 
            
                     Dref = Dref+((vk_store(4)-ck)/V_L) +0.48/V_L; 
     % 0.001 is to place first sample at 0.05V before the calculated 
value 
                     index = index +1;  
                     stage = stage +1; 
           % end 
        end 
         
    case 3 
        vk_store(index) = vk;  % Acquire new position 
        ik_store(index) = ik; 
                
        Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; %currently NI9401 1LSB is 0.005 
        index = index +1; 
        stage = stage +1; 
                
    case 4                     % Acquire new position pair 
        vk_store(index) = vk; 
        ik_store(index) = ik;  
         
%         if(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)>2|| vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)<0.5) 
%                                         % Check for irradiatin change 
%             vk_store(1) = vk_store(6);  % Acquire again starting from 
here 
%             ik_store(1) = ik_store(6); 
%             Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
%             vk_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
%             ik_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
%             index = 2; 
%             stage = 2; 
%          
%         else 
         
            P1 = vk_store(1)*ik_store(1); % Calculate power at each 
sample 
            P2 = vk_store(2)*ik_store(2); 
            P3 = vk_store(3)*ik_store(3); 
            P4 = vk_store(4)*ik_store(4); 
            P5 = vk_store(5)*ik_store(5); 
            P6 = vk_store(6)*ik_store(6); 
         
            if(sign(P6-P5)==sign(P2-P1))% Check if new position sample 
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pair 
                                        % is on the same side 
               fdb = (P4-P3)./(vk_store(4)-vk_store(3)); 
               fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
  
                   if(P1<P2) 
                       fpdb=fdb/2; 
                       fpdc=fdc;                
                   else 
                       fpdb=fdb; 
                       fpdc=fdc/2;  
                   end 
  
               ck = (vk_store(6)*fpdb-vk_store(4)*fpdc)./(fpdb-fpdc); 
                
               vk_store(1) = vk_store(5); %New A 
               ik_store(1) = ik_store(5); 
               vk_store(2) = vk_store(6); 
               ik_store(2) = ik_store(6); 
  
            else 
                fda = (P2-P1)./(vk_store(2)-vk_store(1)); 
                fdc = (P6-P5)./(vk_store(6)-vk_store(5)); 
  
                    if(P1<P2) 
                       fpda=fda; 
                       fpdc=fdc/2;                
                    else 
                       fpda=fda/2; 
                       fpdc=fdc;  
                    end             
  
               ck = (vk_store(2)*fpdc-vk_store(6)*fpda)./(fpdc-fpda); 
                
               vk_store(3) = vk_store(5); % New B 
               ik_store(3) = ik_store(5); 
               vk_store(4) = vk_store(6); 
               ik_store(4) = ik_store(6); 
  
            end 
         
        stage = 3; 
        index = 5; 
        tol = ck- vk_store(6); 
        
            if (abs(tol)<0.1) % Check tolerence 
                stage = 5; 
                P= vk_store(6)*ik_store(6); % Store value 
                Dref = Dref; 
            else 
                Dref = Dref-((ck-vk_store(6))/V_L)+0.48/V_L; 
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       %     end 
        end 
        
    otherwise 
        if(abs(P-vk*ik)<1)% Monitor irradiation change after reaching MPP 
            
            Dref = Dref;  % Keep at MPP 
            vk_store = zeros(6,1); 
            ik_store = zeros(6,1); 
            stage = 5; 
         
        else 
            if(stage<6) 
                Dref=Dref; 
                stage = stage +1; 
            else 
                vk_store(1)=vk; 
                ik_store(1)=ik; 
                Dref = Dref - 0.48/V_L; 
                vk_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
                ik_store(2:6)=zeros(5,1); 
                index = 2; 
                stage = 2; 
            end 
        end 
end 
  
D = Dref; 
outv = vk_store; 






A.2 LABVIEW VI’S 
This appendix includes the LabVIEW vi’s used to get the experimental results in Chapter 6. 
 
 
Figure A2.1 : VI of MRFM DMPPT 
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Figure A2.2 : VI of Monitoring the Generated Power, Panel Voltage and Panel Current 
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Figure A2.4 : VI of DPWM generating code that is embedded in FPGA of NI CompactRIO
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